A comprehensive experimental study was performed to investigate the effects of ice accretion on the aerodynamic performances and wake characteristics of a UAS propeller model under different icing conditions (i.e., rime vs. glaze). The experimental study was conducted in the unique Icing Research Tunnel available at Iowa State University (ISU-IRT). In addition to acquiring the key features of ice accretion on the rotating propeller blade using a "phase-locked" imaging technique, the wake characteristics of the rotating UAS propeller under the different icing conditions were also resolved by using the Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV) technique along with the time-resolved measurements of aerodynamic forces and power consumption of the UAS propeller model. Both "free-run" and "phaselocked" PIV measurements were performed on the propeller model at different stages of the icing experiments (i.e., before, during and after the dynamic icing processes) to provide both the instantaneous flow characteristics and the ensemble-averaged flow statistics (e.g., mean velocity, vorticity, and turbulence kinetic energy) in the wake of the rotating propeller model. It was found that while the rime ice accretion would closely follow the original profiles of the propeller blades, the glaze ice was formed into very irregular structures (e.g., "lobster-taillike" ice structures) that can significantly disturb the wake flow field of the rotating propeller model, generating the much larger and more complex vortices. Such complex large-scale vortices were found to enhance the turbulent mixing in the propeller wake and produce an evident velocity deficit channel around the outer board of the propeller blades, which provided direct evidences in elucidating the dramatic decrease in thrust generation and the significant increase in power consumption of the rotating propeller model in icing conditions. The findings derived from this study revealed the underlying mechanisms of the aerodynamic performance degradation of the iced UAS propeller, which is of significant importance for the development of innovative, effective anti-/de-icing strategies tailored for UAS icing mitigation and protection to ensure the safer and more efficient UAS operations in atmospheric icing conditions.
I. Introduction
ce accretion on aircraft, either unmanned or manned, has been widely recognized as a safety hazard to aviation industry. Especially in recent years, along with the rapid development and increased utilization of unmanned aerial systems (UASs), icing events in cold climate conditions have imposed great challenges for UAS operations [1] . Most of the UAS icing events occur when small, super-cooled, airborne water droplets freeze upon impacting the exposed surfaces of UAS, e.g., propeller blades, fixed wings, and fuselage, which allows formation of ice [2] . The freezing of the super-cooled water droplets can be complete or partial, depending on how rapidly the latent heat of fusion can be consumption during the dynamic ice accretion processes, the underlying mechanisms of the aerodynamic performance degradation of the iced UAS propeller were elucidated in great details.
II. Test Model and Experimental Setup

A. Tested UAS propeller model
The test model used in the present study is a three-blade propeller, which is the most commonly-used design for UAS applications. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the propeller model along with the typical cross section profiles of the propeller blades. The blades of the propeller have typical airfoil cross sections and platform profiles commonly used in modern propeller design. As shown schematically in Fig. 1 , two airfoil profiles (i.e., ARA-D 13% and ARA-D 20%) are used at different spanwise locations along the rotor blade: while ARA-D 20% airfoil profile is used between 0.10R and 0.30R, the ARA-D 13% airfoil is used from 0.30R until the blade tip. With the prescribed blade platform profiles and twist angles (i.e., optimized based on the freestream airflow velocity and rotational speed of the propeller), a spline function is used to interpolate the prescribed cross section profiles in order to generate the threedimensional geometry of the propeller blade. The primary design parameters of the propeller model are listed in Table  1 . The propeller model is made of a hard plastic material (i.e., VeroWhitePlus, RGD835 by Stratasys, Inc.), and was manufactured by using a rapid prototyping machine (i.e., 3D printer, Connex Object 260, with accuracy of 200 microns or better). The surfaces of the propeller blades were processed with fine sandpapers (i.e., up to 2000 grit) and special plastic polishes to achieve a very smooth, glossy finish. During the experiments, an aluminum tube with a streamlined cross section was used to support the propeller model. 
B. Experimental Setup
The experimental study was performed in the Icing Research Tunnel available at Aerospace Engineering Department of Iowa State University (i.e., ISU-IRT). ISU-IRT has a test section of 2.0 m in length × 0.4 m in width × 0.4 m in height with four side walls being optically transparent. ISU-IRT has a capacity of generating a maximum wind speed of 60m/s and airflow temperature of −25 °C. An array of 8 pneumatic atomizer/spray nozzles are installed at the entrance of the contraction section to inject micro-sized water droplets (10 ~ 100 µm in size) into the airflow. By manipulating the water flow rate through the spray nozzles, the liquid water content (LWC) in ISU-IRT could be adjusted (i.e., LWC ranging from 0.1 g/m 3 to 5.0 g/m 3 ). In summary, ISU-IRT can be used to simulate atmospheric icing phenomena over a range of icing conditions (i.e., from dry rime to extremely wet glaze ice conditions) 7, [23] [24] [25] . Figure 2 shows the schematic of the experimental setup used in the present study. As can be seen in Fig. 2 , the rotational motion of the propeller model was driven by a brushless motor (DJI 2212, 940KV), which was powered by a direct current (DC) power supply (VOLTEQ HY3050EX). During the experiments, the rotational speed of the propeller model was fixed at n = 3,000 rpm (which corresponds to the optimum advance ratio of J = 1.6 at the freestream airflow velocity of U∞ = 16 m/s [10] ) by using a digital speed controller/manipulator to adjust the signal duty cycle of the brushless motor. In the meantime, the rotational speed of the propeller rotor was measured by a digital tachometer (MONARCH PLT200), which can generate a pulse signal from each rotation cycle of the propeller model. The tachometer-generated pulse signal was then scanned by a 16-bit data acquisition system (NI USB-6218) and sent to a digital delay/pulse generator (DDG, BNC Model-577) to trig a high-resolution imaging system for "phase-locked" image acquisition of the ice accretion process over the rotating propeller blades. A proportionalintegral-derivative (PID) algorithm (i.e., a control loop feedback mechanism) was formulated to achieve automatic rotational speed correction for the propeller model as a disturbance occurs (e.g., ice accretion or ice shedding). As a result, a speed control system with feedback compensation was integrated, i.e., when a speed reduction of the propeller was detected by the digital tachometer during the ice accretion experiment, more power would be provided instantly to the motor of the propeller model to bring its rational speed back to the prescribed value. The electric currents and voltages of the DC power supply applied to the brushless motor were also recorded, which can be used to calculate the power input for the UAS propeller model during the dynamic ice accretion processes.
Fig. 2:
A schematic of the experimental setup used in the present study.
In the present study, a high-resolution PIV system was also used to achieve flow field measurements to quantify the complex wake structures of the propeller model during the dynamic ice accreting processes as shown in Fig. 2 . For the PIV measurements before and after the ice accretion processes, the incoming airflow was seeded with ∼ 1 µm oil droplets by using a smoke generator, while the airborne supercooled water droplets were used as the tracer particles for the PIV measurements during the ice accretion process. It should be noted that, since the supercooled water droplets suspended in the incoming airflow have a mean volume diameter (MVD) of ~ 20 μm, the corresponding Stokes number of the water droplets was estimated to be about 1.0 (i.e., St ≈ 1.0), indicating a reasonable dynamic response of the droplets to follow the incoming airflow. The illumination for the PIV measurements was provided by a doublepulsed Nd: YAG laser (i.e., New Wave, Gemini PIV 200) adjusted on the second harmonic and emitting two pulses of 200 mJ at the wavelength of 532 nm. A set of convex and concave cylindrical lenses along with optical mirrors were used to generate a laser sheet to illuminate the PIV tracers in the vertical plane passing through the symmetrical plane of the propeller model. The thickness of the laser sheet in the measurement region was set to be about 1.0 mm. A high-resolution 16-bit digital camera (2K pixels × 2K pixels, PCO2000, CookeCorp) was used for PIV image acquisition with the axis of the cameras perpendicular to the laser sheet. The digital camera and the double-pulsed Nd: YAG laser were connected to a workstation (host computer) via a digital delay generator (Berkeley Nucleonics, Model 565), which controlled the timing of the laser illumination and the image acquisition.
After PIV image acquisition, instantaneous PIV velocity vectors were obtained by a frame to frame crosscorrelation technique involving successive frames of patterns of particle images in an interrogation window of 32 × 32 pixels, which has a physical area of 2.2 mm × 2.2 mm. An effective overlap of 50% of the interrogation windows was employed in PIV image processing, which results in a spatial resolution of 1.1 mm × 1.1 mm for the PIV measurements. After the instantaneous velocity vectors (ui , vi) were determined, the vorticity (ωz) can be derived. The distributions of the ensemble-averaged flow quantities such as the mean velocity and in-plane turbulence kinetic energy ( TKE = 0.5 × ( ′ 2 + ′ 2 )/ ∞ 2 ) were obtained from the instantaneous PIV measurements. In the present study, a cinema sequence of over 1,000 frames of instantaneous PIV image pairs were obtained in order to ensure a good convergence of turbulence statistics of the PIV measurements. The measurement uncertainty level for the velocity vectors is estimated to be within 2%, while the uncertainties for the measurements of ensemble-averaged flow quantities such as turbulent kinetic energy distributions is about 5%.
In the present study, both "free-run" and "phase-locked" PIV measurements were performed on the propeller model at different stages of the icing experiments (i.e., before, during and after the dynamic icing processes) to reveal the effects of the ice accretion on the wake characteristics of the rotating UAS propeller. The "free-run" PIV measurements were conducted in order to determine the ensemble-averaged flow statistics (e.g., mean velocity, vorticity, and turbulence kinetic energy) in the propeller wake. For the "free-run" PIV measurements, the image acquisition rate was pre-selected at a frequency that is not a harmonic frequency of the rotating frequency of the propeller model in order to ensure physically meaningful measurements of the ensemble-averaged flow quantities [26] . "Phase-locked" PIV measurements were conducted to elucidate more details about the dependence of unsteady wake vortices in relation to the position of the rotating propeller blades. For the "phase-locked" PIV measurements, the digital tachometer was used to detect the position of a pre-marked propeller blade. The tachometer would generate a pulse signal as the pre-marked rotor blade passed through the vertical PIV measurement plane. The pulse signal was then used as the input signal to the DDG to trigger the digital PIV system to achieve the "phase-locked" PIV measurements. By adding different time delays between the input signal from the tachometer and the transistortransistor logic (TTL) signal output from the DDG to trigger the digital PIV system, the "phase-locked" PIV measurements at different rotation phase angles of the pre-marked propeller blade can be accomplished [26] . At each pre-selected phase angle (i.e., corresponding to different positions of the pre-marked propeller blade related to the PIV measurement plane), more than 1,000 frames of instantaneous PIV measurements were used to calculate the phaseaveraged flow velocity distribution in the wake of the propeller model.
In addition to measuring the wake characteristics of the propeller model by using the PIV system, the aluminum supporting tube of the propeller model was also connected to a high-sensitivity force-moment sensor (JR3 load cell, model 30E12A-I40) to measure the dynamic aerodynamic forces generated by the propeller model. The JR3 load cell, which is composed of foil strain gage bridges, is capable of achieving time-resolved measurements of forces and the moments (torques) about each axis. The precision of the JR3 load cell for force measurements is ±0.25% of the full range (40 N). During the experiments, the aerodynamic force data were sampled at a rate of 5,000 Hz for each test case.
III. Results and Discussions
A. Dynamic ice accretion processes over the rotating UAS propeller blades under different icing conditions As described above, a "phase-locked" imaging technique was used in the present study to provide "frozen" images of the ice features accreted on the rotating propeller blades as a function of time. Figure 3 shows the time-evolution of the dynamic ice accretion process over one of rotating propeller blades under the test condition of freestream airflow velocity U∞= 16 m/s, LWC = 1.0 g/m 3 , and the ambient temperature T∞ = −15°C. As can be seen clearly in Fig. 3 , when the super-cooled water droplets impacted on the blade surfaces under such a cold condition with low humidity, the ice accretion over the surfaces of the propeller blades was found to exhibit typical rime characteristics (i.e., with milk-white and opaque appearances). It is suggested that the heat transfer process in this condition is sufficient to rapidly dissipate all the latent heat of fusion released during the solidification process of the impinged super-cooled water droplets, similar as those described in the previous studies of Hansman and Kirby [3] . As shown clearly in Fig.  3(a) , since the impinged super-cooled water droplets would freeze immediately upon impact, while the accreted ice layer was found to conform well to the leading-edge of the propeller blade, no surface water runback (i.e., formation of rivulet-shaped features as described in Waldman and Hu [7] ) was observed over the surface of the propeller blade. As the time goes by, with more and more super-cooled water droplets impinged and froze on the surface of the rotating propeller blade, the ice layer accreted along the leading-edge of the propeller blade was found to become thicker and thicker, as shown clearly in Fig. 3(b) to Fig. 3 (f). It should be noted that, due to the immediate freezing of the water droplets upon impingement, no water mass would run back downstream or transport along the blade leading edge, indicating that the rime ice formation over the rotating propeller blade is not affected noticeably by the centrifugal force or the aerodynamic shear force, but principally dependent on the water collection distribution around the blade leading edge. Figure 4 shows the time sequence of acquired ice accretion images of the rotating propeller blade with the freestream airflow velocity being kept the same (i.e., U∞= 16 m/s), but the LWC and the ambient temperature being increased to LWC = 2.0 g/m 3 and T∞ = −5 °C, respectively. In comparison to the rime icing case shown in Fig. 3 , much more super-cooled water droplets would be impinged onto the propeller blade within the same duration of ice accretion. However, due to the relatively warm temperature of the airflow, the heat transfer process was not fast enough to remove all the latent heat of fusion released during the solidification process of the impinged super-cooled water droplets. As a result, only a portion of the super-cooled water droplets would be frozen into ice upon impact, with the remaining water mass being transported freely over the surface of the propeller blade. Thus, the ice accretion over the blade surface in this test case was found to be a typical glaze ice accretion process. As can be seen clearly in Fig. 4 , the impinged water mass was found to be transported quickly away from the direct impingement zone (i.e., the region near the leading edge of the propeller blade) due to the combined effects of the aerodynamic force exerted by the boundary layer airflow and the centrifugal force associated with the rotation motion of the propeller. As a result, while the ice layer accreted over the surface of the propeller blade was found to extend further downstream, the unfrozen surface water would also be pushed to flow radially from the blade root to the tip due to the effects of the centrifugal force. Thus, the ice layer accreted over the outer bound of the propeller blade (i.e., in the region near the blade tip) was found to grow much faster than that at the inner bound of the propeller blade (i.e., in the region close to the blade root). Meanwhile, due to the strong effects of the centrifugal force, a portion of the surface water mass was found to separate from the ice accreting blade surface and form into the icicle structures extruding outward into the airflow, as shown in Fig. 4 (c). As more and more super-cooled water droplets impinged onto the propeller blade, the ice accretion process over the blade surface was found to become even more complex, with the formation of the irregular "lobster-tail-like" ice structures as shown in Fig. 4(d) to Fig. 4(f) . Such complex ice structures were found to significantly degrade the aerodynamic performance of the propeller [10] .
B. Instantaneous PIV Measurements to Quantify the Transient Wake Characteristics of the UAS Propeller Model during the Dynamic Icing Processes
Based on the above descriptions of the dynamic ice accretion processes over the rotating propeller blade under the typical rime and glaze conditions, it was found that while a streamlined profile of the ice layer would be formed along the blade leading edge in the rime icing condition, a very complex ice structure (the irregular "lobster-tail-like" ice structure) would be formed in the glaze icing condition, i.e., not only along the blade leading edge, but also extended further downstream and even extruded outward into the airflow. In order to elucidate the effects of the different ice shapes/structures on the aerodynamic performance of the UAS propeller model, instantaneous PIV measurements were conducted in the present study to reveal the transient details of the wake flow field of the ice accreting propeller model. Figure 5 shows the instantaneous PIV measurements of the wake flow field of the ice accreting propeller model under the rime icing condition (U∞= 16 m/s, LWC = 1.0 g/m 3 , and T∞ = −15°C). It can be seen clearly that, with the phase angle of propeller rotation being kept the same at 60° relative to the vertical PIV measurement plane, the transient wake flow field of the ice accreting propeller model was found to be changed slightly during the dynamic icing process. At the very beginning of the icing process, t = t0 + 5 s, since there was only a very thin ice layer accreted along the blade leading edges, the vortices observed in Fig. 5(a) , as highlighted in the dashed ellipse, were mainly generated from the original profile of the rotating propeller blades. As the time goes by, the ice layer along the blade leading edge was found to become thicker and thicker as shown in Fig. 3 . Along with the thickening of the leading edge ice layer, i.e., from t = t0 + 5 s to t = t0 + 120 s, while the vortices in the wake flow field were found to become slightly larger, the wake structures were kept almost not changed as shown in Fig. 5(b) to Fig. 5(d) . Therefore, the rime ice formation is suggested to have a very small effect on the wake flow field of the rotating propeller model. , and T∞ = −5°C). In comparison to the rime icing case shown in Fig. 5 , the ice structures formed in the glaze icing condition were found to have a significant effect on the wake flow field as clearly shown in Fig. 6 . It can be found that, at the very beginning of the icing process, due to the very small amount of ice accretion along the propeller blade surfaces, the wake structures were mainly generated from the original profile of the rotating propeller blades, with only small vortices being observed as shown in Fig. 6(a) . As the time goes by, i.e., t = t0 + 20 s, the ice layer along the blade leading edges was found to become thicker as more supercooled water droplets impinged on the rotating propeller blades, resulting in the slight increase of the vortices in the wake flow field as shown in Fig. 6(b) . Due to the wet nature of the glaze ice accretion, the unfrozen water mass over the rotating blades was found to be transported both downstream and along the radial direction as shown in Fig. 4 , forming the irregular ice shapes along the blade leading edge, particularly around the tip regions of the blades. These ice shapes/structures were found to quickly extrude into the airflow as more water droplets impinged onto the ice accreting surfaces, i.e., from t = t0 +20 s to t = t0 +50 s. Along with the growth of the ice structures, the wake flow field of the rotating propeller was found to be distorted greatly, with the vortex structures being much larger and more complex as shown in Fig. 6(c) to Fig. 6(d) . The distorted wake flow field was suggested to have a significant effect on the aerodynamic performance (i.e., a dramatic increase in drag and a significant decrease in thrust generation) of the rotating propeller model.
C. Thrust Generation and Power Consumption of the Propeller Model during the Dynamic Icing Processes
As described above, a high-sensitive JR3 load cell (Model 30E12A-I40) was also used in the present study to achieve time-resolved measurements of aerodynamic loads acting on the propeller model under different icing conditions. While similar features can also be revealed by other components of the aerodynamic forces and moments, only the measured thrust fore data are given in the present study for analysis for conciseness. In the present study, the aerodynamic force measurements were first sampled for 15 seconds before switching on the water spray system to start the ice accretion process, which will be used as the baseline to evaluate the effects of ice accretion on the thrust generation characteristics of the UAS propeller. Then, the aerodynamic force data were acquired continuously for about 120 seconds with the water spray system being switched on to enable ice accreting dynamically over the rotating propeller blades. Figure 7 shows the measured thrust force data during the rime and glaze ice accretion, in term of the instantaneous thrust coefficient (i.e., = /( 2 4 ) where n is rotational speed of the propeller, D is the diameter of the propeller, ρ is the air density, and T is thrust force generated by the propeller), normalized by the thrust coefficient before ice accretion.
Figure. 7: Measured thrust coefficient of the propeller model during the rime and glaze ice accretion processes
As clearly shown in Fig. 7 , for the rime ice accretion case (i.e., indicated by the black solid line), the measured thrust coefficient data (Gaussian-filtered mean thrust coefficient) was found to increase slightly as the ice started to accrete over the rotating propeller blades. Since the accreted ice layer in this case would closely follow the original airfoil profiles of the propeller blades as shown in Fig. 3 , the ice accretion actually effectively extended the chord length of the propeller blades. As a result, the wake flow field of the ice accreting propeller was almost not affected by the ice accretion along the leading edge of the rotating propeller blades as revealed in Fig. 5 . Meanwhile, the streamlined rime ice layer was suggested to give rise to a greater lift force of the propeller blades due to the larger effective area of the iced blades. Therefore, the slight increase of the thrust coefficient is suggested to be caused by the increased effective chord length of the iced propeller blades and the well-preserved wake flow field of the ice accreting propeller.
For the glaze ice accretion case (as indicated by the red dotted line in Fig. 7) , however, the thrust force generated by the propeller model was found to decrease significantly (i.e., more than 75% decrease after 100 seconds of ice accretion). As can be seen clearly in Fig. 7 , in the early stage of the glaze ice accretion, i.e., t ≤ t0 + 20 s, the thrust coefficient of the ice accreting propeller model was almost not changed, which was in accordance with the wellpreserved wake flow field at the beginning of ice accretion, i.e., the wake flow field at t = t0 + 20 s as shown in Fig.  6(b) . As the time goes by, i.e., t > t0 + 20 s, along with the quick growth of the irregular ice structures along the surfaces of the rotating propeller blades, the thrust coefficient of the ice accreting propeller model was found to decrease rapidly as shown in Fig. 7 , which was essentially due to the significant distortion of the wake flow field as revealed in Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d) . It was also suggested that due to the formation of the "lobster-tail-like" icicles over the surfaces of the propeller blades, the lift generated by the ice accreting blades would be significantly reduced, which also contributed to the thrust degradation of the ice accreting propeller model. The complex vortex structures induced by the irregular ice shapes were also suggested to cause much greater structural vibrations of the propeller model [10] .
In addition to the measuring the aerodynamic forces acting on the propeller model, the power inputs required to drive the propeller model to rotate at a constant rotation speed (i.e., n = 3,000 rpm) under different icing conditions were also monitored in the present study. Figure 8 
Figure. 8: The required power inputs to drive the propeller model under different icing conditions
It is clearly seen that, for the test case with rime ice accretion over the propeller blades (as indicated by the black solid-line given in Fig. 8 ), the required power input increased slightly as ice began to build up on the surfaces of the rotating propeller blades. As mentioned above, the rime ice accretion conformed well with the original profiles of the propeller blades. The wake flow field was found to be well preserved during the ice accretion process as shown in Fig.  5 . Therefore, the slight increase of the required power input was suggested to be caused by the increase of the total mass of the ice accreting propeller model.
For the glaze ice accretion case, however, the required power input was found to increase dramatically (as indicated by the red dotted-line given in Fig. 8 ) during the dynamic ice accretion process to keep the propeller model at the constant rotational speed of n = 3,000 rpm. As described above, very complex ice structures were found to be generated over the surfaces of rotating propeller blades (e.g., the formation of "lobster-tail-like" icicle structures as shown in Fig. 4) , which significantly disturbed the wake flow field of the propeller model as revealed in Fig. 6 . As a result, the aerodynamic drag acting on the propeller and the total mass of the rotating propeller would increase significantly, in comparison to those of the propeller model with rime ice accretion. Therefore, a much greater power input was required to keep the propeller rotating at the same rotation speed (i.e., up to about 250% more power input is required at 100 seconds after starting the glaze ice accretion process, as shown in Fig. 8 ).
D. Ensemble-averaged Flow Statistics in the Wake Flow Field of the Iced UAS Propeller Model
To further evaluate the effects of ice accretion on the wake characteristics of the rotating UAS propeller model, "free-run" PIV measurements were also conducted in the present study to determine the ensemble-averaged flow statistics (e.g., mean velocity and vorticity, turbulence kinetic energy) in the wake flow field of the rotating propeller model under different test conditions (i.e., clean propeller model without any ice accretion, propeller model with rime ice accretion, and propeller model with glaze ice accretion). Figure 9 to Fig. 11 show the "free-run" PIV measurements in terms of ensemble-averaged flow velocity distributions, vorticity distributions, and the normalized in-plane Turbulence Kinetic Energy ( TKE = 0.5 × ( ′ 2 + ′ 2 )/ ∞ 2 ) distributions in the wake of the rotating propeller model under the different test conditions.
For the clean propeller model, it can be found that, as the incoming airflow passed through the rotating propeller, the velocity of the airflow was obviously increased as shown in Fig. 9(a) . Since the propeller model was kept rotating at a constant speed of n = 3000 rpm by using an electrical motor, additional kinetic energy would be continuously generated and contributed to the acceleration of the airflow in the wake of the rotating propeller model. Along with the acceleration of the airflow, alternating positive and negative vortex channels were also observed in the contour of the ensemble-averaged vorticity distribution as shown in Fig. 10(a) . These vortices were suggested to be generated due to the flow separation as the airflow passed through the rotating propeller blades, which include root vortex, midspan vortex, and tip vortex as indicated by the alternating faint blue and red regions in Fig. 10(a) . Though the alternating vortex structures were generated in the wake of the rotating propeller, the TKE in the wake flow field was found to be relatively small as indicated by the uniform blue color in the contour of TKE distribution in Fig. 11(a) , i.e., the normalized TKE was smaller than 0.01 in the near wake of the rotating propeller. It was suggested that the airflow in the propeller wake was rather smooth with well-organized small vortices. When rime ice accreted over the blade surfaces of the rotating propeller model, the airflow passing through the iced propeller was still found to be accelerated as shown in Fig. 9(b) , with almost the same ensemble-averaged velocity distribution as that for the clean propeller model. As described above, the ice layer formed in the rime icing condition would closely follow the original profile of the propeller blade, therefore, have a minimum effect on the airflow over the surfaces of the rotating blades. Such streamlined ice layers were also suggested to effectively extend the chord length and increase the thickness of the propeller blades, which can induce a slightly higher vorticity distribution in the wake flow field, especially around the outer bound region, as clearly shown in Fig. 10(b) . Due to the very small disturbance of the rime ice formation to the airflow field, the TKE in the propeller wake was also found to be almost in the same level in comparison to that of the clean propeller model as shown in Fig. 11(b) . It should be noted that the high TKE values very near the rotating blades were caused by the local roughness disturbances of the accreted ice layer along the blade surfaces [10] , which were found to be dissipated quickly within a very short distance, i.e., X/D < 0.1.
When the irregular "lobster-tail-like" ice structures were formed over the blade surfaces of the rotating propeller model in the glaze icing condition, the ensemble-averaged velocity distribution in the propeller wake was found to be significantly disturbed, with the distinct high velocity zone (in the range of 0.20 < Y/D < 0.45) and low velocity zone (in the range of 0.45 < Y/D < 0.60) being formed as shown in Fig. 9(c) . It was suggested that, along with the formation of the "lobster-tail-like" ice structures over the propeller blades, large-scale flow separations and the associated complex vortex structures would be generated near the outer bound of the propeller blades as clearly shown in Fig.  10(c) . As the large-scale vortex structures propagated downstream, due to the turbulent mixing together with the expansion of the vortices, while the wake flow field was found to become highly disordered with a non-uniform velocity distribution, an evident velocity deficit channel was also formed around Y/D = 0.50 as clearly shown in Fig.  9(c) . Thus, the TKE distribution in the propeller wake was found to be increased significantly along with the transport, expanding, and mixing of the complex vortex structures as shown in Fig. 11(c) . To quantitatively compare the wake characteristics of the rotating propeller model with the different ice accretions (i.e., rime vs. glaze), the transverse profiles of the mean flow velocity were also extracted from the PIV measurement results of the incoming airflow and those at the downstream locations of X/D = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3, respectively, as given in Fig. 12 . In comparison with the velocity profiles behind a wind turbine model [26] , in which obvious velocity deficits were observed in the turbine wake flow due to the harvesting of the kinetic energy in the incoming airflow by the wind turbine, the velocity profiles in the wake of the UAS propeller model showed opposite mechanisms with the airflow velocity being accelerated due to the continuous production of kinetic energy by the rotating propeller model. Fig. 12(a) shows the velocity profiles of the incoming airflow and those at the different downstream locations in the wake (i.e., X/D = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3) of the clean propeller model without any ice accretion. In comparison to the velocity profile of the incoming airflow, the airflow velocity in the wake of the rotating propeller model were found to have an obvious increase in the sweeping region of the rotating propeller (i.e., 0.1 < Y/D < 0.5). Beyond the propeller sweeping limit, i.e., Y/D > 0.5, the velocity of the airflow was found to quickly recover to the same level of the freestream velocity. It was also found that the magnitude of the velocity distribution was almost not changed from X/D = 0.1 to X/D = 0.3, as indicated by the overlapped velocity profiles given in Fig. 12(a) , which suggested a stable acceleration of the airflow in the near wake of the rotating propeller model. For the case of the rime-iced propeller, since the accreted ice layers along the propeller blades were found to conform well with the original profiles of the blades, the velocity profiles in the wake of the propeller model were found to be kept almost the same with those of the clean propeller model as shown in Fig. 12(b) , indicating a stable airflow acceleration in the wake of the rime-iced propeller model. Meanwhile, a slight velocity drop was also observed at the outer bound of the propeller sweeping region (i.e., Y/D = 0.5) as shown in Fig. 12(b) , which was suggested to be caused by the enhanced tip vortex shedding induced by the accreted ice layers along the blade leading edge of the rotating propeller model. When the irregular glaze ice structures accreted over the propeller blades, the velocity profiles at different downstream locations in the wake of the iced propeller model were found to become obviously different as shown in Fig. 12(c) , corresponding to the disordered velocity distribution given in Fig. 9 (c). It should be noted that, due to the formation of the large-scale vortex structures induced by the "lobster-tail-like" ice structures over the outer bound of the propeller blades, while the velocities within the range of 0. Fig. 12(c) . Since the complex vortex structures were found to be expanded along with the turbulent mixing process, the velocity deficit region was found to become wider and wider at the further downstream locations, which provided the direct evidences in elucidating the dramatic decrease of the thrust coefficient (i.e., data given in Fig. 7 ) and the significant increase of input power (i.e., data given in Fig. 8 ) of the rotating propeller model in the glaze icing condition.
E. "Phase-locked" PIV measurements of the Wake Flow Field of the Iced UAS Propeller Model
As described above, the irregular "lobster-tail-like" ice structures formed over the blade surfaces of the rotating propeller model in the glaze icing condition would induce the complex large-scale vortex structures and much higher TKE in the wake flow field, which was suggested to contribute to the dramatic aerodynamic degradation of the propeller model in glaze icing conditions. In order to provide further details of the wake characteristics of the propeller model with glaze ice accretion, "phase-locked" PIV measurements were also conducted in the present study to produce "frozen" images of the unsteady vortex structures in the wake flow field of the rotating propeller model, from which the dependence of unsteady wake vortices on the rotation of the propeller blades can be revealed more clearly and quantitatively.
Figures 13 shows the phase-averaged velocity and vorticity distributions in the wake of the clean propeller model without any ice accretion at three different phase angles, i.e., θ = 0°, 30°, and 60°. In the present study, the phase angle, θ, is defined as the angle between the PIV measurement plane and the position of a pre-marked propeller blade. The zero phase angle, θ = 0°, is the location of the pre-marked propeller blade when it passes through the PIV measurement plane. The phase angle would increase when the pre-marked propeller blade rotated out of the vertical PIV measurement plane. As clearly shown in Fig. 13 , the incoming airflow would be accelerated when it passed through the rotating propeller model, and this acceleration was found to be in phase with the rotational motion of the propeller. When the phase angle was zero, i.e., θ = 0°, the pre-marked blade was right in the PIV measurement plane. The flow velocity distribution in the wake of the propeller was found to be rather uniform with the freestream airflow as shown in Fig. 13(a) and Fig. 13(d) . As the phase angle increased to θ = 30°, i.e., the pre-marked blade rotated out of the PIV measurement plane, the vortices (i.e., root vortex, mid-span vortex, and tip vortex) generated by the premarked blade were found to be transported downstream in the wake flow field (i.e., at X/D = 0.13) as clearly shown in Fig. 13(b) and Fig. 13(e) . Along with the transport of the vortices, the airflow in upstream of the vortices was found to be accelerated as shown in Fig. 13(b) . As the phase angle was further increased to θ = 60°, the vortices were transported to about X/D = 0.30. It should be noted that, during the transport process of the vortices, the low velocity region (i.e., location of the vortices) in the wake flow was found to be parallel with the rotational plane of the propeller. Figures 14 shows the phase-averaged velocity and vorticity distributions in the wake of the propeller model with glaze ice accretion at three different phase angles, i.e., θ = 0°, 30°, and 60°. In comparison to the wake characteristics of the clean propeller model, an additional pair of vortices was found to be generated at Y/D = 0.5, with much larger sizes and vorticities as clearly shown in Fig. 14 . The additional vortices were suggested to be generated from the "lobster-tail-like" ice structures formed around the tip regions of the rotating propeller blades. Similar to that of the clean propeller model, the transport of the vortices as well as the flow acceleration in the wake flow field were in phase with the rotational motion of the propeller model. When the pre-marked blade passed through the PIV measurement plane, i.e., θ = 0°, the flow velocity distribution in the wake of the propeller was rather uniform. However, due to the existence of the irregular ice structures around the outer bound of the propeller blade, distinct high velocity and low velocity zones were found to be formed as clearly shown in Fig. 14(a) , which was suggested to be caused by the large-scale separation of the airflow behind the irregular ice shapes. As the pre-marked blade rotated out of the reference plane, i.e., θ = 30°, an evident low speed region was observed along with the transport of the vortices as shown in Fig. 14(b) . It is clearly seen that the low speed region was essentially the location of the large-scale vortex structures induced by the "lobster-tail-like" ice structures as shown in Fig. 14(b) and Fig. 14(e) . As the vortices were transported further downstream, i.e., at θ = 60°, the low speed region (where the large vortices located) was found to become larger along with the expansion and dissipation of the vortices as clearly shown in Fig. 14(c) and Fig. 14(e) .
IV. Conclusions
In the present study, a comprehensive experimental study was performed to investigate the effects of ice accretion on the wake characteristics of a UAS propeller model under different icing conditions (i.e., rime vs. glaze). The experimental study was conducted in the unique Icing Research Tunnel available at Iowa State University (ISU-IRT). In addition to acquiring the key features of the ice accretion on the rotating propeller blade using a "phase-locked" imaging technique, the ice-accretion-induced-wake characteristics of the rotating UAS propeller were also resolved by using a Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV) technique along with the time-resolved measurements of aerodynamic forces and power consumption of the UAS propeller model. Both "free-run" and "phase-locked" PIV measurements were performed on the propeller model at different stages of the icing experiments (i.e., before, during and after the dynamic icing processes) to provide both the instantaneous flow characteristics and the ensemble-averaged flow statistics (e.g., mean velocity, vorticity, and turbulence kinetic energy) in the wake of the rotating propeller model.
Based on the "phase-locked" imaging of the dynamic ice accretion process over the blade surfaces of the rotating propeller model, it was found that while the ice layer formed in the rime icing condition would closely follow the original profiles of the propeller blades, the ice structures/shapes formed in the glaze icing condition would become very irregular with "lobster-tail-like" icicle structures accreted around the outer bound of the rotating propeller blades. By performing the instantaneous PIV measurements on the propeller model during the dynamic ice accretion processes (i.e., in both rime and glaze icing conditions), it was found that while the transient wake flow field of the ice accreting propeller model only changed slightly during the rime ice accretion process, the flow field in the propeller wake under the glaze icing condition was distorted greatly, with the generation of much larger and more complex vortex structures. Due to the dramatically different wake characteristics of the ice accreting propeller model under the different icing conditions, the measured thrust coefficient and the power input coefficient of the rotating propeller model were also found to vary significantly under the rime and glaze icing conditions. For the rime ice accretion case, while the measured thrust coefficient data was found to increase slightly as the ice accreted over the rotating propeller blades, the required power input was also increased slightly which was mainly due to the increase of the total mass of the ice accreting propeller model. For the glaze ice accretion case, however, while the thrust force generated by the propeller model was found to decrease significantly (i.e., more than 75% decrease after 100 seconds of ice accretion) during the dynamic ice accretion process, the required power input was increased dramatically (i.e., up to about 250% more power input is required after 100 seconds of ice accretion) due to the formation of the irregular ice structures over the propeller blades.
By performing the "free-run" PIV measurements of the wake flow field of the rotating propeller model under different test conditions (i.e., clean propeller model without any ice accretion, propeller model with rime ice accretion, and propeller model with glaze ice accretion), the ensemble-averaged flow statistics (e.g., mean velocity and vorticity, turbulence kinetic energy) in the wake flow field of the propeller model were also determined in both rime and glaze icing conditions. It was found that while the airflow in the wake of the rime-iced propeller model was uniformly accelerated with only small vortices and low TKE values (which was almost the same with that of the clean propeller model), the airflow in the wake of the glaze-iced propeller model was highly disturbed with distinct high velocity zone (in the range of 0.20 < Y/D < 0.45) and low velocity zone (in the range of 0.45 < Y/D < 0.60) being observed, which was associated with the large-scale vortices induced by the "lobster-tail-like" ice structures. Due to the turbulent mixing together with the expansion of the large vortices, while an evident velocity deficit channel was formed around Y/D = 0.50, the TKE distribution in the propeller wake was also found to be increased significantly, which provided direct evidences in elucidating the dramatic decrease in thrust generation and the significant increase in power consumption of the rotating propeller model in glaze icing conditions.
In order to provide further details of the wake characteristics of the rotating propeller model in glaze icing conditions, "phase-locked" PIV measurements were also conducted in the present study to produce "frozen" images of the unsteady vortex structures in the wake flow field of the propeller model in both "clean" and "iced" conditions. It was found that there was a dependence of the unsteady wake vortices on the rotation of the propeller blades. In comparison to the wake characteristics of the clean propeller model, the wake of the glaze-iced propeller model was found to have an additional pair of vortices with much larger sizes and vorticities at the outer bound of the propeller blade, which was generated from the "lobster-tail-like" ice structures around the tip regions of the rotating propeller blades. As a result, an evident low speed region was formed together with the transport of the large vortices, which was found to become larger along with the expansion and dissipation of the vortices in the wake flow field of the rotating propeller model.
The findings derived from this study revealed the underlying mechanisms of the aerodynamic performance degradation of the iced UAS propeller, which is of significant importance for the development of innovative, effective anti-/de-icing strategies tailored for UAS icing mitigation and protection to ensure the safer and more efficient UAS operations in atmospheric icing conditions.
